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The more oppressed the people, the more capitalism and states employ their propaganda 

mechanism, in order to make them disappear at no political cost.. 

Just like the employees and the poor, immigrants too, receive the most brutal impact in the 

midst of a pandemic. With the state war against them at its height the last months - a war 

the Greek state declared against immigrants years ago -, the Greek state has hastened the 

closure of accommodation centers in Leros and Kos (so far), repeating the practice of closed 

detention centers, that it has been long since preparing. Given the state's intention to create 

more closed detention centers and centers such as Moria already being the hell of modern 

concentration camps, it is proven, without a doubt, that they aren't only a Nazis' and 

Fascism's practice, but of the bourgeois democracy of the ''civilized West'', too. 

The accommodation centers' closure announced on the pretext of the risk of CoVid-19's 

spreading, as well as the crowding that applies in all other detention centers, finds the 

immigrants literally exposed from everywhere. The state, as the defender of capital and 

bosses, makes sure that, the people who it has already thrown in misery, are locked and 

stacked one on top of the other in the midst of a pandemic. The bureaucracy show of the 

government protection ''measures'' for Reception and Identification Centers (known as KIT), 

collapses automatically by the number of people inside them and is reduced to one; the 

state and ''reputable citizens'' treat immigrants as infection outbreaks and what is reserved 

for them in the event of an occurrence of a case (inside a KYT), is total isolation and thus 

decimation. Already, like the voice in the wilderness, 1200 immigrants in the KIT of 

Corinthos tried, by starting a hunger strike, to win the decongestion of the center and the 

exercise of the asylum right, which the government has ceased for a month. 

There are no refugees and immigrants. Power brings forth uprooting, let's uproot power 

instead. 

We live on a planet that is pounded end-to-end by poverty while there is an abundance of 

material goods, plunder of nature, patriarchy, wars. As for the wars, we live in a period of 

intense competition between conflicting bourgeois classes in many lengths and widths of 

the planet. '' When the buffaloes squabble, the frogs pay for it'', says a proverb. A large part 

of the oppressed, also, endorses the narrative of the nation state and supports its bosses to 

dominate the bosses of others. Apparently such a type of person is prepared to fight the 

oppressed rather than their oppressors. The endless war operations, of the western states in 

particular, but also of the states of the East, have been kneeling and uprooting entire 

populations for years now. Either it is about the Israeli occupation of Palestine, or the 

exclusion that Saudi Arabia has imposed on Yemen, as starvation keeps decimating the 

people,or the multiple invasion of the Turkish state in northern Syria in an effort to expand 

and commit genocide of the Kurds, or for the people of Afghanistan, who stand for decades 

between the US-Taliban conflict that was generated by local fundamentalism but also by the 

expansionism and training of Islamist fundamentalists fighters from the US itself, the US-

British-Syrian intervention in Syria 2018, the depredation of the African countries and the list 

goes on.. The leading European countries - members of NATO, are among others, the 



supporters and perpetrators of this bloodshed and have also relinquished responsibility for 

receiving immigrants from the East and Africa with the Dublin Treaty. West treats, West 

drinks that is. This treaty and the crimes - as a member of NATO - are also signed by the 

Greek state, which also participates in operations. We do not forget the immediate 

involvement in the intervention in Syria in 2018, with the deployment of refueling spy 

aircrafts from Suda's NATO base, in support of US-British-French intervention. We do not 

forget the recent deployment of patriot missiles to strengthen the defense of Saudi Arabia, 

which has plunged the Yemeni people into misery and hunger. We do not forget the renewal 

of <<the agreement on the US bases in Greece>>, bases of US military operations in the East. 

We do not forget the cooperation with the Israel-Egypt-Cyprus axis, with which the Greek 

state legitimizes Israeli occupation / apartheid against the Palestinian people. 

AUTH's involvement in the war machine and in the anti-immigration war 

We note here, that as students, we do not forget that AUTH, with the construction of a 

drone, by the research team led by professor Iacinthos, and their agreement with the Army-

Ministry of Defense, contributes to the war against oppressed people at the border. From 

our point, we say that AUTH will not become a fiefdom in the appetites of institutions and 

people who kill and torture destitute, underprivileged and poor people. The state's 

repressive mechanisms, as well as companies, which the state is trying to further engage in 

the university with the law for evaluation of educational institutions, have no place in the 

university. And the students have no benefit from serving the interests of the state and the 

capital. Instead, they have every reason in the world to oppose those who view our 

university and our lives as a source of profit. 

The 'victimized' state in the role of perpetrator 

Therefore, the Greek state is now facing the immigration, in the creation of which it is 

actively involved, with a full-fledged war on the Evros' border, with the outrageous use of 

migrants as pawns by the fascist Turkish state being the perfect excuse for domestic 

consumption to Greek society. The Greek authorities, with cops, army, soldiers, Frontex 

eurocops, armed fascists, hunting clubs, army worshipers and all kinds of paramilitary trash, 

commit abductions, tortures / beatings, violent and even illegal, according to their laws, 

deportations against migrants. The Greek authorities have given the authority tocops to use 

clubs and shoot intimidatingly against migrants, but also to soldiers to use violence and 

shoot without bullets. And if all this goes beyond logic, the fact that  '' unknowns '' keep a 

secret building where they torture migrants and then deport them in Turkey, and the two 

(at least) confirmed killings - of Mohammed al-Arab and Muhammad Gulzar - of 

immigrants from the Greek authorities and '' unknown '' victims, respectively are added to 

the crimes of the Greek state-and-paramilitary side. Naturally, the government mechanism, 

by imposing a monopoly on the media, denies the facts while turning a blind eye to the 

fascist “Rambos” as its integral right hand. The orgy of state and paramilitary violence is also 

depicted in its raw form in the recording of the coast guard launching real fire near an 

inflatable migrant boat. 

The wild and provocative state treatmentof immigrants, by both left and right governments, 

has underestimated the value of their lives to the point where it is normal for immigrants to 



be burnt alive, for children to get killed while playing (Lesvos), for babies to drown near Kos 

(Ailan), before they even touch their feet to land. The '' culture '' is decaying and stoops to 

its true form, breaking the bubble and the excuses of those who "did not see" and "did not 

hear", in the news of a child who was burnt alive in Moria of martyrdom a few days ago. For 

these, and for all the reasons in the world, we demand the emptying of all concentration 

camps, closed and open, the decongestion of the islands and the transportation of all 

immigrants to safe houses inland. Papers to all immigrants, let’s live and fight together. 

  

In the crisis that they reserve for us, let it find us in the trenches of social and class war and 

not under the state and bosses' boot  

Responsible for the killings at the border are state and paramilitary trash and those who are 

working with them 

 Immigrants are our brothers and sisters, not to be left alone in the hands of the state 

 We show our active solidarity every way 

Burn  the detention centers 

Papers to everyone 

Access to health for all 

Free movement 

Αrmy, police and companies unwanted inside AUTH                                                                                  

Their partners will find us against them 

 

 

Αυτόνομο Σχήμα           

Φυσικοφ 

 

  


